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ABSTRACT 
Assume A E @2x2 and y,, E @‘. Let {y,, = yn( A, y,)) be defined by the linear 
iteration yn = Ay, _ 1, n = 1,2, . Then for every p > 0 and for every norm )I* (1 in 
C2, there is a constant C, depending only on p and 11. II, such that 
II YL(AJ Yo)llP c 
~cAI:::~~co %ll ydA>ydp ’ L’ L = 1,2,..., 
where p(A) denotes the spectral radius of A. Applications to orthogonal polynomials 
{p,] with respect to a positive Bore1 measure (Y on several intervals are studied. In 
particular, the growth of orthogonal polynomials relative to their sums satisfies 
lim 
I P”(41P 
“-tm 2;;w Z;zJ Pk(X)IP = O, 
provided that the three-term recurrence coefficients of {p,} are asymptotically 
periodic. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
JOHN ZHANG 
Consider a positive Bore1 measure CY on the real line [w with finite 
moments and infinite support. The orthogonal polynomials ( p,}z,O with 
respect to (Y are defined by 
/ RP”(x)P”‘(x) da(x) = 6”,rL, m,n=0,1,2 ,.... (1.1) 
Normalizing { p,)z= a with positive leading coefficients, we have the three-term 
recurrence formula 
XP,(X) = an+1 P,+,(X) + 41Pnw + %P”-l(x)J 
p, = const > 0 and p_, = 0, (1.2) 
where a, > 0 and b, E R are the recurrence coefficients. 
The growth of orthogonal polynomials { pn} plays important roles in 
approximation theory. Unfortunately, unlike trigonometric functions, where 
the uniform boundedness of cos nt and sin nt is taken for granted, orthogo- 
nal polynomials usually are not uniformly bounded. In fact, if x is outside of 
the support supp( a>, the pn( X) do not inherit any size restrictions from (1.1) 
directly, and typically they grow exponentially as n -+ QJ. Even on supp( a>, 
they can be unbounded as well. The Chebyshev polynomials of the second 
kind, U,,(x) = [sin(n + I>t]/sin t with t = arccos X, are orthogonal with 
respect to the measure don = m & on [ - 1, 11, and U,(l) = n + 1 
+ ~0. On the other hand, the Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind, 
T,(X) = cos(n arccos x), are orthogonal with respect to the measure da(x) 
= dx/ m, and IT,(x)1 < 1 for x E [ - 1, 11. Steklov conjectured that if 
da(x) > dx/ m, then I p,(x)1 < const uniformly for x E [ - 1, 11. This, 
however, was disproven [I9], and in general one cannot even expect 1 pn(x)l 
< O(n1/2-’ >. In [Is], the growth of orthogonal polynomials relative to their 
sums (relative growth) is studied, and it is proven that if the measure (Y has 
convergent recurrence coefficients, that is, 
la, - al + lb, - bl + 0 (n + O”>, (1.3) 
then 
lim I P”(412 
n+m c;ry pk( x) I2 = O (1.4) 
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holds uniformly for x “inside” supp(a). In [I7], this uniform convergence is 
extended to the whole set supp(~u). It turns out that (1.4) provides a good 
way of measuring the growth of orthogonal polynomials on the support, and it 
can be used to improve the size estimation of orthogonal polynomials in [19], 
to given an estimation of the Lebesgue functions of Fourier expansions in 
orthogonal polynomials, to prove the convergence of a sequence of positive 
operators, and to approximate Christoffel functions and Cotes numbers [14, 
15, 171. 
Under very general assumptions, [for example, supp(a) is compact or 
{~,,b,]~=~ is bounded], the one-to-one correspondence between the measure 
CY and its recurrence coefficients {a,, bn}z=a is assured by a theorem of 
Favard [S, p. 75; 6, p. 601. Furthermore, if the recurrence coefficients have 
the asymptotic property (I.3), then by a Blumenthal-type theorem [3; 15, p. 
231, cy is essentially supported on the interval [b - 2a, b + 2~1. Conversely, 
if supp(a) = [b - 2u, b + 2u] and (Y’ > 0 a.e. on supp(a), then (1.3) holds 
[13, 16, 201. In [II], [21], and 1221, singular measures with (1.3) are con- 
structed. When {a,, bJtZo is asymptotically N-periodic (cf. Section 3) 
supp(cu) is essentially a union of N intervals [2, 7-91. A shifted Turan’s 
determinant is introduced in [S] to approximate the weight function. Special 
sets of polynomials orthogonal on several (disjoint) intervals are studied in [4, 
lo] via polynomial mappings, which generalized the Chebyshev polynomials 
and the sieved ultraspherical polynomials [ 11. In [ I.21 (1.4) is proved uniformly 
for x “inside” the support of the measure (Y when its recurrence coefficients 
are asymptotically N-periodic. It was conjectured in both [I21 and [I71 that 
the uniform convergence (1.4) h Id o s in the entire support as well. The 
purpose of this paper is to prove this conjecture, and to investigate some of 
its applications. In Section 2, the relative growth of norms of a sequence of 
vectors defined by linear iterations is obtained, and it is applied in Section 3 
to solutions of difference equations and orthogonal polynomials with asymp- 
totically periodic recurrence coefficients. 
2. LINEAR ITERATIONS 
Given A E c2” and y0 E c2, one can construct {yk = yk(A, yO)}~=a 
by the linear iteration 
Y” = AY”P,, n = 1,2,. . . . (2.1) 
Let p( A) denote the spectral radius of A. Then the relative growth of norms 
of { yn] can be estimated uniformly in A and yO, provided p(A) < I, as 
follows. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let {y,, = y,(A, yO)}~=O be generated from A E @2x2 
and y0 E C2 by the linear iteration (2.1). Then for every p > 0 and every 
norm 11. (1 in @“, there is a constant C = C( p,ll . II), depending only on p and 
II . (1, such that 
(2.2) 
holds for every positive integer L. 
REMARK. The proof indicates that if the (quasi)norm 1) y]lP = (lu] p + 
Iv]~)~/~ for y = (u,v) T is used, then the constant is c(p,ll* II,) = 32P+‘(p 
+ 1). For any quasinorm 11. II satisfying 0 < m < ]Iyll/]lyllP < M < M (y Z 
01, the constant becomes C( p,l( . II> = 32p+‘( p + l)MP/mP. Clearly (2.2) is 
sharp up to a constant. 
The proof will be broken into several lemmas; Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 are 
taken from the proof of [17, Lemma 3.21, and for completeness their proofs 
are briefly reproduced here. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let - m < 4 < W, rC, E 58, and L E FV. Choose k* E 
(0, 1, . , L) so that k*$ + IJ is the maximum mod 2~ angle among {k$ + 
$ : k = 0, 1, . . , L). That is, if ti E [- T,s-] and tk = k$ + 4 mod 27~, 
then It,*1 = max{lt,l: 0 < k < L}. Let t* = t,*, I- = {eit : t E R, It*(/4 < ItI 
< r}, and E = {k : k = O,l,. . . , L and eick’#‘+$) E I?}. Then 
IEI > L/2 and Iu _ ve’(k++ti) I > Iu - veit*141 (u,v > 0, k E E), 
(2.3) 
where I E 1 denotes the cardinality of the set E 
Proof. The proof of IEl > L/2 is given in [17, proof of Lemma 3.21 
(where I El > L/4 is claimed). Here we give a brief description. Assume, 
without loss of generality, that 4 E (0, ~1. If {k4 + (cr)kL_k* are viewed as 
knots in the rope [k*$ + $, L$ + +I, then the mapping t + eit wraps at 
least half of the knots on IY because the starting point is a knot and the closed 
arc r is much longer than the rest in the unit circle. Similarly, of the knots 
Ik$ + r+$:,, in the rope [$,k*$ + $1, at least half are wrapped on I?. 
Noting that the knot k*+ + + may have been counted twice, we have 
IEl > (L - k” + 1)/2 + (k” + 1)/2 - 1 = L/2. From the definition of 
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E, for k E E we have t, E [-~,~]\(-lt*1/4,lt*1/4), andtherefore, when 
U,U > 0, we have IU - oeitkl > (U - oeif*14 1, which proves the second in- 
equality in (2.3). w 
LEMMA 2.3. Let t E [- 7r,r] and u,v E [w. Then Iu - veit) < 4lu - 
veit/4 I. 
Proof. Clearly, one may assume z, = 1. Define f(u) = IU - e”l”/lu - 
eit1412. Since 
f’(u) = 
2( 1 - U”) [cos( t/4) - cos t] 
[u’ - 2u cos( t/4) + 11’ ’ 
and cos(t/4) - cos t > 0, we have f(u) < maxIf< -w),f(l)] < 16. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let rl, r2, R, and t E [w, and r2 > rl. Then 
n 
I 
Ir, + RI 
Irl - Reitl Ir, + RI 
(r1r2 > R”), 
Ir, - Re”l ’ Ir, - RI 
Ir2 - RI 
(r1r2 G A”). 
Proof. Assume t E [0, ~1. Let f(t) = lrl - Reif12/lr2 - Reit12; then 
( r2 - rI)(r1r2 - R”) sin t 
f’(t’ = (r2 - 2r,Rcos t + R”)’ ’ 
Since r2 - rl > 0, we see that f(t) <f(r) if rlr2 > R2, and f(t) <f(O) if 
r1r2 < R2. n 
LEMMA 2.5. Let r E [O, 11, u,v E R, and 0 < Iv1 < u. Then 
where it is understood that for r = 1, the limit value as r + 1 - is taken. 
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Proof. We can assume u > 0 because 11 - r”( > 1 - T’“‘. Define f(r) 
= ~(1 - r”) - ~(1 - r”); then f’(r) = uo(rU - r”)/r < 0 (0 < r < l), 
and therefore, f(r) >f(l> = 0. n 
LEMMA 2.6. Let p > 0. Then 
IzL + CIP 32P+‘( p + 1) 
(c,zjstuIp_l 1)C;=(JZk + cIP =z L (2.4) 
ce@, IZIG’ 
holds for every positive integer L. 
Proof. The requirement (c,z) f ( - 1, 1) is to ensure that the denomina- 
tor in the left-hand side does not vanish. The special case with 1 .zI = 1 is 
proved in [17]. Clearly we need only address L > 32, since the left-hand side 
of (2.4) is always bounded by 1. Without loss of generality, fE z = re-‘“, 
c = --Reie with r E [O, 11, R E [0, +a), 4 E [-r,~], and I/J E R. Let 
k*,t* and E be defined as in Lemma 2.2. Then by Lemma 2.2, [El > L/2, 
and ].zk + c] = Irk _ Rei(k4+$)] a Irk _ ~~ “* I41 for k E E. From the defi- 
nition of t* , 1 z L + cl = I r L - ReicL4+ $11 < I r L - Reit* 1, and by Lemma 2.3, 
we have ].zL + cl < 4]rL - Reit*14 1. Hence it suffices to show for L > 32 
that 
IrL _ Reit* /4 ?J SP+r( p + 1) 
c kcE(rk _ Reir*/41P G L 
(2.5) 
Let E, = {k E E: rLrk 2 R’}, E, = {k E E : rLrk < R2, rk < R), and E, 
= {k E E: rLrk < R2, rk > R}. Then since E = E, U E, U E,, we have 
E, > L/6 or E, > L/6 or E, z L/6. Since L > 32, we have also L/6 - 1 
2 L/B. First we consider the case E, > L/6. Since rLrk > R” and (rL + 
RI/Irk + RI < 1 when k E E,, Lemma 2.4 implies 
lrL _ Re’f* /4 I’ 1 6 
c kcE,lrk - Reif*141p ’ CkEE,l ’ c’ 
and (2.5) follows. 
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Secondly, assume that lEaI > L/6. Let j = min{k : k E E,). Since rLrk 
< R2, and rL < rk < rj < R when k E E,, by Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 we have 
IrL - Reit*/41 I+ - RI I+ - ../I I1 - rLJ L 
Irk _ ~~it*/41 ’ Irk _ RJ ’ Irk _ .jl ’ 11 _ rk-jl ’ Ik _.jl’ 
where we have used the fact that IrL - RI/Irk - RI is a decreasing function 
of R for rL < rk < R. Hence, 
lrL _ R&t*/4 P L” LP 
c kEE,Irk - Rit*‘41P ’ CktE,lk -jlp ’ &4mGlE21_lmP 
(P + l)LP 
’ (IE,I _ l)p+l ’ 
SP+‘( p + 1) 
’ L 
Finally, in the case lEBl > L/6, let j = max{k : k E E3). Then rLrk < 
R2, rL G R G t-j c rk, and IrL - RI/Irk - RI < IrL - rjl/lrk - rjl when 
k E E,. A change of E, to E, in the above completes the proof of (2.51, and 
thereby of (2.4) as well. n 
The following simple inequality will also be used several times: 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. The (quasi)norm llyll = (lulp + IIII~)‘/P for y = 
(u,v)r will be used throughout the proof, and in this (quasi)norm, (2.2) holds 
with the constant C = 32p+‘(p + 1). Fix y. E C2 and A E @Z2x2, and 
L E N. Assume that y0 # 0, p(A) < 1, and {yk}y=a is generated from (2.1). 
Using Jordan’s canonical form, we have either 
A=p A ’ 
[ 1 AP 
-1 (lhl~l, detP#O) 
or 
A = P A Az P-’ 
[ 1 (lAl,lzl Q 1, det P # 0). 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
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Both (2.7) and (2.8) imply (2.2). First, assume that A has the form (2.7). 
Discarding the simple case A = 0, we assume 0 < 1 Al < 1. Then there are 
u’,u’,u”,v” E C, not all zero, such that for k = 0, 1,2,. , 
and IIykllP = IAklp(Iu’ + dklP + Id’ + d’klP). Hence, 
II yJP lhLlp(lU’ + U’LlP + Id’ + o”LlP) 
C:_OIlyJP G C;=,JhLIP(lu’ + dklP + Id’ + v”klp) 
By (2.6), 
II YLII p lu + VLIP Iu + WLIP 
C~_OIIykIlp G ,u,:yoy+,, C;Ju + uklp = s”,‘;: C,“=& + oklp 
Writing u/v = s + it, s, t E R, we get 
II yJ’ 2p+l(ls + LIP + ItIP) 
C:=OIIykIIP G p:t”EpaB C,“=,(ls + klP + Id”) 
Again, by (2.61, it suffices to show for every s E [w, that 
Is + LIP 16P+‘( p + 1) 
C;=Js + klP ’ L (2.9) 
The above is always correct for L < 16, because the left-hand side never 
exceeds 1. Assume L > 16, and in this case, [L/2] - 1 > L/4. It is trivial to 
prove (2.9) when s < -L or s > 0. If -L < s 6 -L/2, then 
Is + LIP LP 
C:_,,Is + klP ’ C,,<k<& + klP 
(P + l)LP 4p+‘( p + 1) 
G ([L/2] - l)p+l G L 
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If -L/2 G s G 0, we have 
Is + LIP L" 
C~~OIS + klP Q CL,2sksLlS + klP 
(P + l)LP 4p+‘( p + 1) 
< 
([L/2] - l)r+l Q L . 
Hence, (2.2) is proved under (2.7). N ow, assume that A takes the form of 
(2.8). Then, 
and IIyklIp = IhkJ(lu’ + u’zklP + 1~” + u”.z~[~‘). Since y,, z 0, we see that 
either (u’/u’,z) # (- 1, 1) or (u”/D”,x) # (- 1, 1). Again, A = 0 is a simple 
case, so we assume that 0 < IAl < 1. Applying (2.6), we get 
II yJ’ l/w( Id + v’z yp + (d + V”ZLIP) 
C,"=,lI YkllP G C;=olALlp(lu’ + v'.zklP + Id + V”ZklP) 
If u = 0, the above is clearly bounded by l/L. If o # 0, we let c = u/v, 
and by Lemma 2.6, the above is bounded by 32P+‘( p + 1)/L. This com- 
pletes the proof of Theorem 2.1. n 
Now we consider a perturbation of the constant linear iteration in (2.1), 
and let {Y,}y=, be generated from Y, E C2, A, and B, E CzxZ by 
Y, = (A + Bk)I’_l> k = 1,2,.... (2.10) 
If A and Bk’s depend on a parameter x, which varies in a metric space X, 
then Yk = Yk( x,Y,,> is a function of x and Y,. Although the estimate like (2.2) 
is no longer valid for (Y,(x,Y,)), th e relative growth still tends to zero 
uniformly in x and Y,, provided A is restricted to a bounded set, in addition 
to the necessary requirements p(A) < 1 and Y, f 0. In what follows, the 
JJ.JICC norm in Czx2 is defined by )IAIJ, = max{la,,l + la,,l: i = 1,2}. 
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THEOREM 2.7. Let X be a matricspace, A = A(x), B, = B,(x) E Czxz 
(x E X and k E N). For every Y, E C2, let {Yk = Y,(x,Y,)]~=, be generated 
by (2.10). Assume that supx t x 11 A((, < ~0 and sup* E X 11 B,(x)llm + 0 as 
k + m. Thenfor every p > 0 and every nom I(. II in C2, 
(2.11) 
where K = (x E X: p(A(x)) < I}. Furthermore, if A = A(x) is uniformly 
continuous in X, then for euey E > 0, there is a 6 = S(E) > 0 such that 
lim 
Ilx%m(GJ Jr 
SUP (2.12) 
where ~(6) = (x E X : distance(x,K) in X < S} is the &neighborhood of K. 
Proof. Fix L E N. By an idea used in [17, Lemma 3.11, we have for 
n > L that 
IlY,ll p Il~,ll p II YF”‘( r,LL.> r 
C;=,llY,ll” G c~=“IIY,,_J~~ = c,“=,II yyq r,Y,,_,) (IP ’ 
where { Y~-~)(x, yJ}~_,, is generated by 
yp- = (A + Bk+,l_IJ yi”_iL’, k = 1,2,..., L 
YO 
(n-L) = yO, (2.13) 
Hence, 
IIY,JI” II yp-L)IlP II yp-L)IIp 
c;_,,IIY,II” 
(2.14) 
Since L is fixed, s~p,,~llA(x)II~ < 00, and s~p~~~IlB~+~_~(~)ll + 0 as 
n + 00 for k = 1,2,. , L, we see that (2.13) goes back to the unperturbated 
equation (2.11, and 
lim yPmL)(x, yo) = yk(x, yo) 
n+= 
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uniformly in x and y0 for k = 1,2,. , L, provided x E X and IlyOll < 1. 
Hence, for every X, C X, we have 
lim 
IIY,IIP II YIh Yo)llPII 
n-m xfsX”,Y,#O ~;=,llykll” G sup .ExsY:~,,= 1 Z=“II Yk( x, Yo) IIP . 
(2 15) 
. 
If we let X, = K, then p( A(x)) < 1 if x E X,. From the above and 
Theorem 2.1, we get 
- 
lim 
IIY”IIP C( p,ll . II) 
n-30 .,;~~o,o c;=“ll~,llp G L 
Letting L + w, we obtain (2.11). For the proof of (2.12) let E > 0 be given. 
Fix L = L(E) E N, so that C(p,ll * 11)/L < e/2. Because L is fixed and 
A(x) is uniformly bounded and uniformly continuous in x, we conclude that 
IlyJp/c~=oII ykll p is uniformly continuous in x and y,, with 11 yOll = I. By 
this uniform continuity and Theorem 2.1, there is a 6 = 6(L) = C?(E) > 0 
such that for x in the 6 = neighborhood K(6) of K, and IIyOll = 1, we have 
II YL(X, Yo)llP 
Z=oII Yk(X, YdIIP =G 
2C( p,ll * II) 
< E. L 
The proof of the second part is now obtained if we let X, = K(6) in (2.15). 
n 
3. ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS WITH ASYMPTOTICALLY 
N-PERIODIC RECURRENCE COEFFICIENTS 
Let N be a f=ed positive integer. In this section we first discuss the 
relative growth of polynomial sequences defined by three-term recursion, 
whose (complex) recurrence coefficients are asymptotically N-periodic. Then 
we give some applications to orthogonal polynomials. 
We say that {uz, b,“}z= ,, C @ is N-periodic if 
a: + 0, az+N = a:, and bi+N = b,“, n = 0,1,2.... (3.1) 
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A sequence {a,, b,]z=, c @ is called asymptotically N-periodic if there is a 
corresponding N-periodic sequence {a:, b,O}r=,, such that 
a, + 0, and lqL -a,“l+Ib,,-@l-,0 (n-00). (3.2) 
The requirements a: # 0 and a, f 0 are to ensure that {a:, b,!f)z=, and 
{a,, h,,}~= o can be used as recurrence coefficients [cf. (3.3) and (3.5)]. For the 
N-periodic sequence { uz, b,“}t= o, the corresponding polynomial sequence 
(9Jz= _ i is constructed by the three-term recurrence reIation 
Jc4J”) =G+19n+,(x) + K9,(x) + aZq,-,(x), 
90 = 1 and 9-i = 0, (3.3) 
and the k th associated polynomial sequence {9~k’]~= _ i is defined by a shift 
of index in the recurrence coefficients: 
90 (k)= 1 and 9_, (k) CC= 0. (3.4) 
Let 
and 
(3.5) 
s = T-y-1,1] = { x E @:T(x) E [-l,l]}. (3.6) 
In the recurrence formulas (3.3) and (3.4), the following matrix is implicitly 
used: 
*:=[x-;“:-l T], n=1,2 )...) (3.7) 
and the spectral radius of products of N consecutive such matrices can be 
calculated for x in S. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let (a:, b,“}F= ,, be N-periodic, and let T( xl and S be 
constructed as in (3.3)-(3.6), and (A”, = A”,(x)]~=, c Czx2 be defined as in 
(3.7). Then A”, is also N-periodic, that is, A”, + N( x) = A”,( x> for n = 
0,1,2,. . , and 
P( A;+,,,( x> *a* 4+no( ~1) = P(A”,( x) --* A;(x)) = 1, x E S, (3.8) 
for every no = 0, 1,2, . . . 
Proof. Clearly, A”, is N-periodic, since {a:, b,“}r=, is N-periodic. Re- 
calling that AB and BA have the same eigenvalues, we see that A:,, 1.. 
A?+, and Ai *.* A; have the same eigenvalues as well. 
(3.4)Pand a simple induction, we have for every k = 1,2, . . . 
From (3.3)“and 
that 
Hence the trace of A$ e-0 A: is q,(x) - (ai/ai+1)qN_2(x) = 2T(x). But 
the determinant is 
det( A; .*. 
G-1 
A:) = det( A”,) ... det( A’;) = 7 .a* s = 1. 
Therefore, the characteristic equation of Ai -1. A: is A2 - 2T( x)h + 1 = 0. 
Clearly, IAl = 1 iff T(x) E [-1, 11, namely, x E S. n 
If we allow more general initial conditions than that in (3.3), and consider 
IQ,, = Q,(c, s; >lr= _ 1 defined by 
XQ”(C, s x) = 4+1Qn+1( c>s> x) + b:Qn(c, s, x> + ~:Q_~(c, s, x), 
Qo(c, s, x) = c and Q-i(c, s, x) = s, (3.9) 
then Q,, is a linear combination of q,, and q,(,l’, and its relative growth can be 
established uniformly for x E S. 
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COROLLARY 3.2. Assume that {a:, b,“l~=, is N-periodic as in (3.11, and S 
is defined uia (3.3)-(3.6). Let {Q,( c,s; )}r= _ 1 be defined as in (3.9). Then for 
every p > 0, there is a constant, C = 32 P+ ‘4( p + l), such that 
(3.10) 
holds for every positive integer L. 
Proof. The recurrence relation (3.9) can be rewritten as 
The 2 X 2 matrix in (3.11) is denoted by A: [cf. (3.711, and it is N-periodic. 
Since (3.10) is self-evident for L < 2 N, we fm L >, 2 N. Let 0 < n, < N - 1 
and L, > 2 be so chosen that L = L, N + n,. Then L, = (L - n,)/N > 
L/2N. Define yk = (QkN+“,, QkN+n,,_l)T. Then yk # 0 if ICI + IsI # 0, 
because in (3.11) uz # 0 for every n. From the N-periodicity of A”, and 
(3.10 
ok = A:,+N ..* AOn,+lyk-,> k = 1,2.... 
By Lemma 3.1, P(AO,~+~ **. A”,“+r) = 1 if x E S. Applying Theorem 2.1 
and its remark, we have 
II yz,II p 32P+‘( p -t 1) 
xts,S::,s,#O %IIYkIIP G &I G 
32P+r( p + 1)2N 
L . 
Noting that lIykllP = IQkN+_,lP + IQkN+nIl_lIP, we have 
Now we come to the general asymptotically N-periodic case. For an 
asymptotically N-periodic sequence {a,, b,JESo c C, let the corresponding 
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polynomial sequence 1 p,}r= a be defined by the three-term recurrence rela- 
tion 
XP”(X) = a,+lP”+l + bnpn(x) + a7lP”-l, 
p,=const#O and p-,=0. (3.12) 
Let {a:, b,“)z=, be the corresponding N-periodic sequence satisfying (3.2); let 
I9J;= - 1, {9:‘1;= - 1, and S be constructed as in (3.3)-(3.6). If a, > 0 and 
b, E R, then by Favard’s theorem [5, p. 75; 6, p. 601, there is a positive Bore1 
measure (Y on R such that { pJ= ,, is orthogonal with respect to (Y, and since 
{a,, b,}r+ is also bounded, this measure is unique [6, p. 781. Furthermore 12, 
7-91, supp( a) is S pl us a bounded discrete set of mass points, where S [cf. 
(3.6)] consists of N intervals, and supp(cy) \ S(S) consists of finitely many 
mass points of (Y for every &neighborhood S( 8) of S, where S( S> = lx E 
R : (x - x’l < 6 for some x’ E S}. The relative growth of such (orthogonal) 
polynomials with asymptotically N-periodic recurrence coefficients converges 
to zero uniformly on the support of the measure (Y. 
THEOREM 3.3. Assume that {a,, b&z+ c C is asymptotically N-peri- 
odic as in (3.2), and {ax, b,“)z=, is the corresponding N-periodic sequence. 
Let S be constructedfrom (3.3)-(3.6), and let { p,}y= 0 be generated by (3.12). 
Then for every p > 0, we have 
lim sup 
I PIl(” 
n-m XES c;:;\ pk( x)I” = O 
(3.13) 
If { P,,}:=~ are the orthogonal polynomials with respect to a positive Bore1 
meusure a on R, and the recurrence coejjkients {a,, b,}TCo are usymptoti- 
cully N-periodic, then 
(3.14) 
Proof. Because c,/d, 4 0 is equivalent to c,/(d, + c,,) + 0, Iye can 
replace n - 1 by n in the upper limit of the sums in the denominators in 
(3.13) and (3.14). It suffices to prove (3.13) and (3.14) for every fixed 
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n, E {O, 1,2,. ) N - l} as n + m and n = n, mod N. Since { pn} in (3.13) 
and (3.14) satisfies the three-term recurrence formula (3.12), if we define 
then 
Let Y, = (pkN+,,,, r)k,v.+n,_l)r for k = 1,2,. .; then 
Yk = AkN+n, ... A(k-l)N+n”+lYk-l~ k = 1,2,.... 
Since {a,, b,)~= ,, is asymptotically N-periodic, (a:, b,“}r= ,, is the correspond- 
ing N-periodic sequence, and a: and a,, are bounded away from zero, we 
have for every compact set X c C that supxE x 11 A:+,” ... AP+,& < w and 
sup,= x IA,, - A$ + 0 as n - M, and therefore, 
lim su~llAk~+~~~, *** A(k-l)M+n,,+l - Ai+“,, ... A;lfn,,lla = 0. 
k+m xsx 
From Lemma 3.1, p(A>+,, ... A’;,,,,) = 1 if x E S [cf. (3.3)-(3.811. Ap- 
plying Theorem 2.7 with A = A:,+.” *** A:_,0 and B, = AhA,+,,, **a 
A (k-l)N+n +1 - A;,,, ... A:,, , and using the (quasi)norm II * II defined by 
IJY(I = (IupP + lul’)r/~ for Y =‘?u, ~>r, we have 
lim 
IIy,II p 
7t-m dy;,+” c;=“lly~ll~ = O, 
and the first part of Theorem 3.3 follows from the above, because IIY,llP = 
IP nN+“,,(X)IP + I PnN+n”-lIP. 
For the second part, we consider a compact interval X c R that contains 
a neighborhood of supp(cx). Noting that A = A:;i+,,” ... Ay+,o is uniformly 
continuous for x E X, and its spectral radius is 1 when x E S, we see by 
Theorem 2.7 that for every given E > 0, there is a S > 0 such that S( 6) C X 
and 
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which implies 
- 
lim 
ll+@= 
n=no mod N 
Recall that supp( cr ) \ S( 6 ) consists of finitely many mass points of the 
measure cy, and for each such mass point x, by [6, Theorem 4.1, p. 251, 
c;=,Ipk( x)12 = min / rI,(r)=l R KInI da a a({~)) > o, 
where the infimum is taken over all polynomials n, of degree n. Conse- 
quently, p,(x) + 0 for x E supp( (Y) \ S(6) as n -+ 00. Hence, 
Combining the above two inequalities, we get 
lim 
sup ,&>;d N rESUPP(a) 
Because E > 0 and no E (0, 1,2, . , N - 1) are arbitrary, the above implies 
(3.4). n 
In [17], Theorem 3.3 is proved for asymptotically l-periodic recurrence 
coefficients, and a number of applications to orthogonal polynomials on one 
interval are studied (see also [15]). With identical proofs, Theorem 3.3 can be 
used to extend many of those results to orthogonal polynomials on N 
intervals. For illustrations, we give two corollaries. 
First, we consider the uniform convergence of the operator [15, p. 741 
G,,( a,f, x) = K,‘( o, x, x)/--f(QK:( a, x,t) da(t), (3.15) 
where K,((v, x, t) = C~~~p,(x>p,(t> is the nth reproducing kernel. This 
operator is closely related to the Hermite-Fejer interpolations. 
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COROLLARY 3.4. Suppose that (Y is a positive Bore1 measure with 
asymptotically N-periodic recurrence coeflacients {a,, b,)z=,,. Let the opera- 
tor G,,(a) be defined by (3.15). Th en or every set A c supp( a 1, and every f 
f E L”(R) that is also uniformly continuous on A, we have 
lim sup IG,,(o,f, X) -f(r)1 = 0. 
fl+m XEA 
(3.16) 
In particular, zff E C(supp( (Y)), then th e convergence is uniform on supp( cz ). 
For a function g and a measure (Y on R, define the measure og by 
da =gda. The limit relation between the two Christoffel functions 
A,&, x> = I/K& (Y, X, X> and A,(‘Y~,x) = l/K,(cuf,x,x) can be obtained 
from (3.14) and (3.16). 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let CY be a positive Bore1 measure with asymptotically 
N-periodic recurrence coefficients. Assume that g is a nonnegative function 
on R, and that there is a polynomial FI such that F12g ” E L”(R) are 
uniformly continuous in a set A c supp( c~ >. Then 
holds uniformly for x in every compact subset of A 
particular, if g > 0 and is continuous on supp( a), 
uniform on supp( o ). 
(3.17) 
void of zeros of n. In 
then the convergence is 
Corollary 3.5 can be used to approximate Cotes numbers of og in terms 
of those of (Y in a Gauss-Jacobi quadrature process. For details, and more 
applications of (3.141, see [15, 171. 
The author is grateful to Paul Nevai for raising this problem, for his 
helpful dicussions, and for his constant encouragement. Special thanks also go 
to Professors Jeffrey Geronimo, Vilmos Totik, and Walter Van Assche for their 
interest and discussions. 
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